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Right whale AIS Project (RAP)
Acoustic Detections in the Boston Approaches     
Center for Coastal and Ocean Mapping Andy Armstrong      
NOAA/UNH Joint Hydrographic Center 18 Nov 2008
Ship strikes
Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG)
Deepwater Ports in Massachusetts Bay
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Using Auto-Buoys to Detect Whale Calls in 
the Boston TSS
Partners:
Northeast Gateway & Suez Energy; C ll U i it UNH CCOM     orne  n vers y,  , 
ICAN, IFAW National Park Service, National Marine Fisheries Service, 
Stellwagen Bank NMS, United States Coast Guard, Woods Hole 
Oceanographic Institution 




175 Edward Foster Rd.,
Scituate, MA
NOAA/NMS – David Wiley
Cornell – Chris Clark
CCOM/JHC – Kurt Schwehr
Auto-Buoys
• Moored buoys
• Hydrophones to 
detect whale calls
• Computer software 
to identify right 
whale call 
• Satellite transmitter 
to immediately send 
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Ship Strike Mitigation for LNG 
Terminal -
CG required construction and 
operation of real-time acoustic 
detection buoys in TSS to     
notify LNGs of presence of 
endangered whales
1) Buoys detect a 
specific right whale 
call and send 
detection to land 
center (Cornell  
University)
2) LNG ship is called   
Process described on the web    
Web based notifications
http://listenforwhales.org
Data included in Right Whale Alert Sent by NMFS
Delay Issues 
R i i Iece v ng ssues
A  BETTER WAY
Schematic view of the system    
AIS-Based Notification System (LNG)
All green - no right whale detects     
(K. Schwehr, 
UNH)
Right Whale detected at Buoy 2
Begin 24 hr countdown to clearing the speed limit
Second right whale detection at Buoy 7
Now have two separate countdowns
The detection at buoy 7 expires
Back to all green - no right whales detected

Questions?
